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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Project Overview

The speci ic aims of this project are to develop optimal computer modeling for both forward propagation and 
near ield imaging, and reconstruction of millimeter wave (mm-wave) radar. This modeling is tuned to the 
particular multistatic platform of Project R3-A.3, as well as currently installed Advanced Imaging Technology 
(AIT) person scanners, to provide all relevant scattering features; both desired signals and clutter.  It forms 
the basis of real-time reconstruction algorithms that have improved resolution, material characterization, 
and artifact reduction. With advanced models and algorithms, it is possible to determine the feasibility and 
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limitations for various whole body scanning sensor con igurations. 
Multistatic sensing (having multiple receivers separated from transmitters) has distinct advantages for hu-
man body screening. Without having several distinct transmitters providing multiple illuminating views of a 
target object, no receiver array con iguration would be able to gather enough signal to reconstruct even one 
half of the body surface.
Using multiple transmitters, especially with low-cost radio frequency (RF) hardware, presents algorithmic 
challenges because they must be precisely positioned, their positions must be precisely known, and phase 
offsets between them must be calibrated and compensated for. In addition, the re lected signals from the 
elliptical torus Blade Beam re lector antenna employed in Project R3-A.2 must be ef iciently modeled using 
high-speed Physical Optics modeling, while the target/wave interaction must be modeled with the more 
comprehensive, full-wave Finite Difference Frequency Domain (FDFD), which can account for non-metallic 
dielectric object scattering.
FDFD is also used to model wave interactions with weak dielectric layers (such as explosives) af ixed to—and 
partially covering—skin. Full wave analysis is essential to capture the complete ield behavior of non-ideally 
shaped, electromagnetically penetrable materials. Because of the large computational burden of 3D FDFD, a 
2-1/2D Quasi-Axisymmetric FDFD (QAFDFD) was developed. This method is three orders of magnitude fast-
er than 3D-FDFD, yet provides for general wave excitation and scattering from circularly symmetric scatter-
ers. The QAFDFD method has been employed in analyzing the wave scattering pattern for the dielectric-lay-
er-on-conductor geometry using the Smiths eqo system.
Another challenge is to determine the optimal transmitter/receiver array con iguration, assumig that the 
number of antenna elements has been established. The sparse array con iguration is found using Simulat-
ed Annealing, minimizing a cost function based on the sidelobe level of the combined transmitter/receiver 
point spread function (PSF). The result produces excellent images to reconstruct body surfaces with the least 
amount of hardware and the shortest amount of algorithm computation time.
The value added to the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE) by this research project is to determine the best 
possible performance and imaging quality of portal AIT systems as a function of hardware (and thus hard-
ware cost).  Better scanner design will result in fewer false alarms, higher throughput, better discrimination 
of potential threats, and a more ef icient device layout at security checkpoints.

B. Biennial Review Results and Related Actions to Address 

The strengths identi ied by the Biennial Review panel include general modeling capability and algorithmic 
implementation of existing and new AIT scanning systems. Since our models can accurately predict the re-
sponse from all types of concealed objects of any shape and size, and our algorithms have the lexibility to 
tune in on previously unidenti ied scattering features elucidated by these models, our software is particularly 
valuable for getting the most out of existing AIT systems, and for designing improved systems going forward.
The only identi ied weakness of this project is the sparse array optimization method. We have developed a 
Simulated Annealing method to match the PSFs for all transmitter/receiver combinations as close to a repre-
sentative target contour with minimal sidelobes and off-contour clutter as possible.

C. State of the Art and Technical Approach

The most common millimeter wave portal imaging systems [1,2] currently being used are based on monostat-
ic radar and Fourier inversion. Monostatic imaging system limitations are mainly related to the appearance 
of reconstruction artifacts as described in [3].  Therefore, bistatic [4], or multistatic systems [5-10] are useful 
options to improve personnel imaging.  
In Ahmed [2], an advanced multistatic mm-wave imaging con iguration is presented. Multiple multistatic 
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panels are used to create an image of the whole body.  As shown in [1], the minimum number of antenna array 
elements is achieved when the number of transmitters is equal to the number of receivers. However, since 
the transmitters and receivers of each panel are close to one another, and each panel is independent from 
the others, this system can be seen as quasi-monostatic approach. Although it effectively minimizes dihedral 
artifacts, this kind of system can misrepresent sudden indentations and protrusions in the target when the 
specular re lection is oriented away from the incident direction.  The relative position of transmitters and 
receivers also determines the areas of the body that the system can image.

C.1. 2.5D Quasi-Axisymmetric FDFD algorithm formulation 

2D Axisymmetric Finite Difference Frequency Domain (2DAFDFD) codes are very useful for problems with 
cylindrical geometries (those independent of φ); when appropriate, they generate substantial computation-
al savings in speed and storage compared to the more general 3DFDFD methods. Unfortunately, the “true” 
2DAFDFD algorithm requires all sources to be axisymmetric as well as the underlying geometry, limiting 
problems to those with on-axis z-polarized sources (for example, φ-independent electric or magnetic Hertz-
ian dipoles); z-directed uniformly and continuously-distributed sources at speci ic radii in ρ; or inwardly- or 
outwardly-propagating cylindrical waves (ρ-directed). These permitted sources are not especially useful; 
even worse, plane wave sources (including normally-incident plane waves) and x- or y- directed dipoles are 
disallowed in 2DAFDFD codes because polarization cannot be described axisymmetrically in either case. The 
new 2.5D QAFDFD code relaxes these restrictions on sources, allowing them to have arbitrary distributions 
(with any φ dependence) and any polarizations. Scattering resulting from arbitrary plane waves and offset 
dipole source distributions can therefore be readily modeled with this new QAFDFD code, although the un-
derlying spatial geometry must still be independent of φ. 
The QAFDFD code requires all ields to exhibit sinusoidal variation in φ such that F(ρ, φ, z) = f(ρ, z) exp(imφ) 
where F and f are generic ield quantities and m is an integer mode index. The φ derivatives in Maxwell’s 
equations are also replaced: ∂F/∂φ  imF. This ansatz frees us from the need to discretize Faraday’s and 
Ampere’s laws in the φ coordinate, but the price we pay is that the sources must be decomposed into their 
sinusoidal components:  b = ∑ b(m) exp(imφ) where b is the right hand side (representing sources) of the 
general matrix equation A ● X = b which govern all FDFD solvers. This matrix equation is the formulation of 
the three “curl-curl”1 equations which arise from discretizing and combining Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws. 
Each source b(m) generates ields X(m) through inversion of A(m) ● X(m) = b(m); the total ield solution 
is therefore X = ∑ X(m) exp(imφ). Each mode m therefore has its own matrix A(m) which must be treated 
independently; the A(m) matrices may not be combined a priori. For many source distributions, a relatively 
modest number of different m values will be necessary, particularly if only scattered ields are of interest.  
Another way of analyzing the 2DAFDFD code is to note that because d/dφ = 0 for all ields, sources, and 
geometry, the mode index must by de inition be m = 0. In this case, Maxwell’s equations readily decouple into 
independent TE solutions (nonzero Eφ, Hρ, Hz) and TM solutions (nonzero Hφ, Eρ, Ez). The 2DAFDFD code 
therefore solves a single “curl-curl” equation for either Eφ or Hφ.

The most useful canonical sources turn out to be continuous rings of current elements at a given radius 
ρ = RD and height z = zD with the following current distributions and polarizations: (1) z-directed current 
elements with amplitudes proportional to exp(imφ); (2) right-circularly polarized (RCP; x+iy) current el-
ements with amplitudes proportional to exp(i(m-1)φ); and (3) left-circularly polarized (LCP; x-iy) current 
elements with amplitudes proportional to exp(i(m+1)φ). The simplest on-axis z-directed Hertzian dipole is 

1 The three curl-curl equations arise from discretizing Maxwell’s Equations on the Yee grid, and are more stable than the equations which arise from 
discretizing the second order Helmholtz (wave) equation directly. The electric and magnetic ields are not co-located in space in this formulation. We 
can solve Maxwell’s Equations in two ways: (1) discretize Ampere’s Law in cylindrical geometry and substitute the magnetic ields into Faraday’s Law 
to ind three electric ield curl-curl equations in Eρ, Eφ, Ez; or (2) discretize Faraday’s Law irst and then substitute the electric ields into Ampere’s 
Law to ind three magnetic curl-curl equations in Hρ, Hφ, Hz. Although these two approaches should yield the same ields, numerical accuracy differs 
depending on the types of sources.
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constructed from (1) with m=0 and RD = 0 requiring only A(m=0) to be computed (reduces to the 2DAFDFD 
solution). On-axis x- or y-directed Hertzian dipole sources are found by appropriately superposing (2) and 
(3) type sources in the QAFDFD algorithm, requiring both A(m=1) and A(m=-1) matrix inversions. On-axis 
RCP or LCP Hertzian dipole sources require only A(m=1) or A(m=-1), respectively. For the remainder of this 
discussion, we will choose a RCP Hertzian dipole source, though the source will be offset at (x = 12, y = 0, z = 
10) cm so a full modal expansion in m will be necessary.
For sources where m ≠ 0, the ields do not decouple and three “curl-curl” equations must be solved simulta-
neously either for all three electric ield components (Eρ,  Eφ, Ez) or magnetic ield components (Hρ, Hφ, Hz) 
as described in the irst footnote. The computational storage going from 2DAFDFD to 3DFDFD is signi icant: 
a factor of Nφ2 where Nφ is the number of annular segments along the φ dimension and we note that Nφ 
increases linearly with problem radius to maintain the same number of grid points per wavelength.2 On the 
other hand, the computational storage going from 2DAFDFD to QAFDFD only increases by a factor of nine. 
Although sparse, the 3D A matrix is in general suf iciently large to require an iterative inversion technique, 
like (L)GMRES, whereas the 2D and 2.5D solvers can often directly invert A.
Therefore, the 2D and 2.5D codes generate signi icant computational savings over full 3D codes and allow the 
modeling of reasonably-sized problems.3 Note that the A matrix in the QAFDFD code has 15 nonzero diagonal 
bands as compared to the ive nonzero bands in the 2DAFDFD algorithm.
Figure 1 (on the next page) shows two components a reference case of the electric ield of a 10 GHz RCP 
dipole located at (x = 12, y = 0, z = 10) cm in free space. The component Ey is plotted in the x-z plane at y = 
0, and the Eφ component is plotted in the x-y plane at z = 7 cm (φ is de ined in the coordinate system of the 
dipole). Figure 2 (on the next page) shows how the electric ield Ey can be reconstructed by calculating and 
superposing the ields which result from RCP ring sources with increasing values of |m|. The upper left sub-
plot is a superposition of the (paired) m = 1 and m = 0 ields (designated M = 0), while the upper right subplot 
cumulates the (1, 0) pair with the (2, -1) pair so that the modes m = (1, 0), (2, -1) are all included. The lower 
right subplot (M = -9) is the superposition of m = (1, 0), (2, -1), (3, -2), (4, -3) … (10, -9) ields and is a very 
accurate representation of the Ey plot in Figure 1, with the only differences found near the dipole location 
and at its re lection about the z axis. The unusual mode pairs the results because the dipole source is RCP; by 
contrast, a LCP dipole would require pairing the modes in the following order:   m = (-1, 0), (-2, 1), (-3, 2), (-4, 
3), …  while a z-polarized dipole would sum the modes in the symmetric order: m = 0, (1, -1), (2, -2), (3, -3) …
Figure 2 and Figure 3 (on the next page) demonstrate how an offset right-circularly polarized (RCP) dipole lo-
cated at (xD, yD, zD) = (12, 0, 10) cm can be constructed by superposing a series of RCP dipole rings centered 
at the origin, each with a different mode m index but with the same radius RD = √(xD^2 + yD^2) and height 
zD. By weighting these RCP ring ields appropriately (using Fourier coef icients proportional to exp(-imφD) 
where φD = arctan(yD/xD)), the offset dipole may be recreated. We can therefore compute the scattering 
from the offset dipole source by superposing the scattered ields resulting from each ring source computed 
via QAFDFD. Note that convergence of the single RCP dipole takes longer in the x-y plane (on the order of 20 
modes) than in the x-z plane (on the order of 60 modes). We will see that convergence of the scattered ields, 
by contrast, is signi icantly faster, requiring as few as half the number of modes to generate the background 
or total ields. 

2 The 2D A matrix is NρNz x NρNz elements, where Nρ is the number of grid points in the ρ direction and Nz is the number of grid points in the z direc-
tion, including Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) in both dimensions. The 3DFDFD A matrix is 3NρNzNφ x 3NρNzNφ elements. PML are needed to ter-
minate the computational grid at both ends in the z direction and at ρ = Nρ Δρ = Rmax where Δρ is the grid spacing in the ρ direction. There are no PML 
at ρ = 0, so boundary conditions need to be carefully applied there: fρ = fφ = ∂fz/∂ρ = 0 for even values of m and ∂fρ/∂ρ = ∂fφ/∂ρ = fz = 0 for odd m.

3 For example, a desktop computer with 32 GB RAM can solve banded diagonal (sparse) matrices with 0.5-1.0 million elements in a matter of a few 
seconds whereas matrices which are 100-1000 times larger, corresponding to only Nφ = 10-30, may take hours and overwhelm the computer’s mem-
ory management.
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Figure 1: Two components of the electric fi eld of a 10 GHz RCP dipole located at (x = 12, y = 0, z = 10) cm in free space. 

The Ey component (left) is plotted in the x-z plane at y = 0, and the Eφ component (right) is plotted in the x-y plane at 

z = 7 cm. In the right fi gure, the φ component is defi ned in the frame of the dipole.

Figure 2: Ey component of the single RCP dipole fi eld constructed by superposing fi nite numbers of RCP ring 

sources with R
D
 = 12 cm and z = z

D
 = 10 cm, with increasing accuracy from left to right and top to bottom. The fi elds are 

constructed by adding ring sources with harmonics m = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20. The bottom right fi gure compares well 

with the left plot in Figure 1; these slices are all taken in the x-z plane at y = 0. Convergence is quite successful after 

superposing about 10-15 modes.
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As an example of how the QAFDFD algorithm may be applied, we ind the scattering from an axisymmetric 
hyperspheroidal metal target 10 cm in diameter and 5 cm thick centered at (ρ, z) = (0, 7) cm with the offset 
RCP dipole source described previously. The geometry of this scattering problem is shown in Figure 4 (on the 
next page).

Figure 3: Eφ component of the single RCP dipole fi eld constructed by superposing fi nite numbers of RCP ring sources 

(located above the dashed white lines in the fi gures at ρ = RD = 12 cm and z = zD = 10 cm), becoming more accurate 

from left to right and top to bottom. The fi elds are constructed by adding 2, 8, 24, 40, 48, and 56 ring sources, respec-

tively. The bottom right fi gure compares well with the right plot in Figure 1; these slices are taken in the x-y plane at z = 

7 cm and the Eφ component is defi ned with respect to the off set dipole location. Convergence is quite successful after 

superposing about 40-50 modes.
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Figures 5 and 6 (on the next two pages) show the total and scattered ields converging with increasing num-
bers of modes for the x-z slices described previously. In each case, the scattered ield is found by subtracting 
the background (no target) ield computed in Figure 2 from the total ield computed by including the scatter-
er. The results in Figures 2 and 3 suggest that it may take more modes to construct an accurate representation 
of the offset dipole ields (and hence the total ields from the offset dipole plus target), than to construct the 
scattered ields. Therefore, it may be easiest to solve scattering problems in two coordinate systems: “target 
centered” (axisymmetric) and “source centered” (at the antenna location, e.g., the Fresnel re lector used in 
the Smiths eqo scanner). The background ields may be most easily determined in the source-centered coor-
dinate system (not requiring a modal expansion) while the scattered ields must necessarily be found in the 
target-centered coordinate system as the QAFDFD algorithm requires an axisymmetric geometry. The total 
ields may then be found by translating the coordinate systems appropriately and superposing the back-

ground and scattered ields. Figure 7 shows the total and scattered ields in the x-y plane at z = 7 cm, where 
only the “converged” ield is shown, demonstrating the full 3D nature of the scattering solutions available 
through the QAFDFD algorithm. The Ey component is plotted (rather than Eφ with respect to the RCP di-
pole source as in Fig. 1 (right) and Fig. 3) as it makes more sense to plot the scattered ield in a translation-
invariant coordinate system.

Figure 4: Geometry of the axisymmetric metal target as a function of (ρ, z) with the location of the single non-axisym-

metric source (white circle) at (x = 12, y = 0, z = 10) cm also shown. The fi gure on the left is the x-z slice at y = 0 while 

that on the right is the x-y slice at z = 7 cm.
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Figure 5: Total fi elds corresponding to the single RCP dipole located at (x = 12, y = 0, z = 10) cm acting on the metal 

scatterer shown in Figure 4. The fi elds are constructed using 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 20 terms in m (moving from left to 

right; top to bottom) analogous to the way the source fi elds are depicted in Figure 2. The plots show the Ey component 

on the slice (x, z) with y = 0. 
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Figure 6: Scattered fi elds corresponding to the single RCP dipole source located at (x = 12, y = 0, z = 10) cm acting on the 

metal scatterer shown in Figure 4 (found by subtracting the fi elds in Fig. 2 from those in Fig. 5). The fi elds are construct-

ed by using 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 terms in m (moving from left to right; top to bottom) analogous to the way the source 

fi elds are depicted in Figure 2. The plots show the Ey component on the slice (x, z) with y = 0. Note that convergence 

occurs relatively quickly, in about 8-10 modes.
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C.2. Characterization of dielectric slabs af ixed to the body using focused single frequency mm-waves

In order to characterize non-metallic, weak dielectric objects (such as explosives) on the surface of a highly 
conducting background (such as human skin) using a focused single-frequency millimeter wave sensor, it is 
important to consider the distortion of the focusing caused by the dielectric. In particular, a slab of penetrable 
dielectric will refract focused rays, shifting the apparent focal point. By associating this shift for the speci ic 
focus at the dielectric/background interface and by measuring the characteristic phase shift relative to focus-
ing on the background without the dielectric, it is possible to determine—with a single measurement—both 
the thickness and the dielectric constant of the slab.
This approach can be extended to targets in which the air-dielectric and dielectric-metal interfaces are not 
parallel. In particular, a traditional non-linear inverse problem can be accurately linearized when the follow-
ing information is taken into consideration: 1) the total ield inside the dielectric object is very close to the in-
cident ield (Born approximation); and 2) the dielectric object is backed by a highly conductive scatter (metal 
plane or human skin). The use of multiple non-focused incident ields may also be used in order to enhance 
the accuracy of the extracted the dielectric constant and thickness. 
One particularly distinguishing factor with a focused single frequency system compared to wideband radar 
is that the travel time of the Fourier Transform impulse is not available, nor can scattering from different dis-
tances be separated in time.  For example, in a focused system, the re lection of waves from the front surface 
of a dielectric slab cannot be observed in isolation without the much stronger scattering from the ground 
plane a few centimeters behind it.  However, focused systems have the advantage of precise phase measure-
ments, a characteristic that is usually neglected in existing sensing systems. The novel algorithm capitalizes 
on this unique con iguration by making use of an apparent focal point in penetrable dielectric material cou-
pled with the measured phase shift of waves relative to skin without the dielectric.
Consider the idealized geometry of a dielectric slab of thickness d on a strongly re lecting skin surface, as 
shown in Figure 8 (on the next page).  A ray incident at angle  θair  will refract in material with index of refrac-
tion n according to Snell’s Law: n sin θdiel  = sin θair , ending towards the surface normal. A collection of rays 
focused to a point within the dielectric will all be bent (except for the normal ray), and the true focal point 
will be deeper than it would be without the dielectric. This is demonstrated in Figure 9 (on the next page).

Figure 7: Total (left) and scattered (right) fi elds corresponding to the single RCP dipole source located at (x = 12, y = 0, z 

= 10) cm acting on the metal scatterer shown in Figure 4. Electric fi eld Ey components are shown in the x-y plane at z = 

7 cm (cannot be directly compared the Eφ components shown in Fig. 1 (right) and Fig. 3, but the background fi elds are 

equivalent). To achieve convergence, the total fi eld requires about 40-50 modes whereas the scattered fi eld converges 

in about 20 modes.
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Figure 8:  Geometry of refracted ray.

Figure 9:  Locus of focused rays, each refracting at the dielectric/air interface. True focal point for refracted rays is at 

depth d, apparent focus at depth d
app.
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The ratio of the horizontal position of the refraction point x, to the vertical distance of the true focus, d, is  
tan θdiel and the ratio for the apparent vertical distance dapp is tan θair. For rays close to normally incident θdiel

and θair are small and  tan θdiel ≈ sin θdiel = sin θair ≈ tan θair which results in the simple relation dapp ≈ 

This means that for rays focused at a point at depth d below the air/dielectric interface, the apparent focusing 
point of the antenna generating these rays will be at a depth dapp. That is, if it is desired to focus on the skin 
surface under a dielectric slab of thickness d, the antenna system should instead focus at the point 
above the skin. 
This apparent focusing effect has been modeled using axisymmetric FDFD for focused rings of x-directed 
current elements discretized into 0.0075 m steps for 24 GHz.  The focused source is ya + d = 0.40 m from the 
nominal skin interface, with a maximum ring radius of 0.40 m. A half space of dielectric with the index of re-
fraction of TNT (3.0) occupies the space below y = 0.03 m (corresponding to a slab with thickness d = 3 cm). 
Focusing on the apparent focal point y = d (1 – 1/n) = 0.0127 m produces an electric ield high-intensity spot 
very close to y = 0, the true focal point, as shown in Figure 10 (on the next page).  Note that this model does 
not include the skin ground plane, as the re lection would cancel the z-directed electric ield at y = 0. The re-
sponse from the skin surface for the focal point y = ΔF = d (1 –  1/n)  = 0.0127 m would be comparable to the 
response from the skin surface in the case with no dielectric, focusing at y = 0 (directly at the skin surface). 
The standing waves generated by waves re lected by the air dielectric interface are visible for y > 0.03 m. 
These are of comparable magnitude to the focused ield at the origin.
In addition, there is a phase shift for waves passing through a slab of dielectric.  The extra phase in terms of 
frequency f is  
  

which for the case presented above is 11.04 radians. This phase shift is signi icant, and straightforward to 
measure.  In practice, the values of slab thickness and index of refraction are found using:

It is also interesting to determine the focal distributions which yield the maximum received signal. Since a 
planar conducting skin surface acts like a perfect conductor, generating an equal and opposite image source 
at a position of y = -(ya + d), the received signal is not maximized when the transmitting and receiving anten-
nas are focused on the skin surface. Instead, the signal is maximized when the antennas are focused at the 
plane of the image source. Thus, for skin with no dielectric the image should focus at y = -(ya + d), with a cor-
responding focal length of 2(ya + d), as indicated in Figure 11, and considering the dielectric to be free space.

1
n

1
n
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Figure 10:  Focused fi eld magnitude in a TNT-like half space at y = 0.03 m; antenna focused at y = 0.0127 m, with refrac-

tion resulting in a maximum at the origin. 
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To maximize the received signal when a layer of dielectric is present, it is necessary to compute the path 
length from the image source through a double thickness of dielectric (slab plus its image), back to the receiv-
ing antenna. The differential path length through the 2d thickness of dielectric with refractive index n is: 

which makes the focal length:

This is demonstrated in the FDFD plots following. Figure 12 (on the next page) shows the scattered ield 
generated by subtracting the incident ield computed for uniform free space from the total ield for two ge-
ometries: 1) just the skin surface; and 2) for skin with a slab of dielectric with constant 3. The excitation ield 
is focused at the image source plane, y = - 0.40 m. For the skin-alone case, there is strong amplitude concen-
tration at the receiver at y – 0.40 m, and the received phase aligns almost exactly with the transmitted phase 
distribution.  Applying these phases to the received singles and adding them gives the received intensity of 
1.43e6 for the skin alone.  For the dielectric on skin case with the same excitation frequency, the ield still 
concentrates, but is not as coherent, summing to 1.18e6, which is 20% weaker than the bare skin case.  This 
shows that there is a reasonable difference when focusing at the same point if the skin is covered with a 
dielectric. 

Figure 11: Problem geom etry, representing the refl ection form the skin ground plane as if it were due to an equal and 

opposite image below the ground plane.
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These cases compare to the same geometry but with excitation and reception focal length changed to com-
pensate for the ray refraction in the double thick dielectric layer, F = 0.775 m, shown in Figure 13. In this case, 
the received signal phase coincides best with the transmitter phase when the dielectric is present— with 
almost the same summed ield intensity 1.42e6, as for the maximum signal for the bare skin with best focus-
ing—while using this incorrect focal length for the bare skin results in a weaker signal: 1.26e6.

Figure 12:  Scattered fi eld magnitude for bare skin at y = 0 (top left), and received phase at y = 0.40 m (red) vs. trans-

mitted phase (blue) (top right); and skin with a 0.03 m thick slab of dielectric with constant 3, 0 < y < 0.03 (bottom left), 

and received and transmitted phase (bottom right), with focusing at y = -0.40 m.
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C.3. Blade beam modeling and optimization

An electromagnetic propagation and scattering model was developed for the elliptical torus Blade Beam 
con iguration developed in Project R3-A.3, shown in Figure 14 (on the next page).  The re lector antenna is 
doubly curved: elliptical in the vertical direction and circular in the horizontal direction. The irst ellipse fo-
cus coincides with a focal arc that is centered on the same axis as the re lector and having a radius of one-half 
the re lector horizontal radius.  As such, the portion of the re lector illuminated by feeds on the focal arc is 
well approximated as elliptical/parabolic, resulting in the blade beam previously analyzed in Project R3-A.1  

Figure 13:  Scattered fi eld magnitude for bare skin (top left), and received phase at y = 0.40 m (red) vs. transmitted 

phase (blue) (top right); and skin with a 0.03 m thick slab of dielectric with constant 3, 0 < y < 0.03 (bottom left), and 

received and transmitted phase (bottom right), with focusing at y = -0.375 m.
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which has been merged into this project for Year 4 [11].  This blade beam illuminates a horizontal second 
focal line at the position of the target, which makes it possible to generate individual 2D images of targets; 
3D images can be constructed by stacking the 2D images from different sections. The radar transmitters and 
receivers are positioned in an array on the focal arc, which is in the plane of the bottom edge of the re lector 
to avoid blockage. With the goal of minimizing hardware cost and increasing processing speed, the array is 
made as sparse as possible, removing as many redundant elements as possible.  To accomplish this, a fast and 
accurate forward model of the ields generated by each element on the focal arc in the target region had to be 
developed. The optimal sparse receiver/transmitter feed array has been computationally determined. We are 
now ready, along with Project R3-A.3, to realize a full operational AIT con iguration in practice.
Our quantitative outcomes have been to test the algorithms on simple, ideal cases, and to show that they per-
form well. We are now developing a simultaneous calibration protocol for multiple receiver and transmitter 
modules to con igure the phase offset between each pair of the 11 transmitters and 36 receivers that mini-
mizes random phase noise. By the end of Year 4, this will establish a fully operational, vertically translating, 
wide ield of view AIT imaging and surface reconstruction system that will not suffer from dihedral artifacts 
of spectral drop-outs.
The programmatic risks that have and continue to hinder progress in this project and Project R3-A.3 primar-
ily involve the phase noise inherent in the inexpensive RF hardware being used for radar modules, especially 
the on-board clock synchronization. We are mitigating the noise problem with a software-based, self-calibra-
tion strategy and a moving average iltering scheme. If the modeling and inversion cannot resolve the issue, 
the radar will have limited usefulness, and different hardware will have to be incorporated, modeled, and its 
signals interpreted.

A measurement campaign will follow to produce the fastest, clearest, and most accurate images of body sur-
faces with and without foreign objects under clothing. The anticipated end date for this project, with exten-
sions to prepare for commercial adaptation, is December 2018.

Figure 14: Multistatic Nearfi eld Imaging radar antenna system using the elliptical torus Blade Beam refl ector and con-

centric focal arc.
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As mentioned in the previous year’s report, Physical Optics (PO) is used along with the Lorenz Reciprocity 
Law to quickly and ef iciently model large smoothly-varying structures like re lector antennas. With PO, the 
re lector surface is discretized into a mesh of planar triangular facets, and the ield re lected from each facet 
is computed. PO is used to build the scattering matrix A, which linearly relates the signal at each transmitter/
receiver feed pair to the ields in the discretized image region.  
For aliasing-free imaging using traditional imaging methods, the maximum spacing between antenna ele-
ments must be less than λ/2, resulting in at least 150 antenna elements in the receiving focal arc. However, 
with non-uniform element spacing, it is possible to reduce the number of elements while maintaining accept-
able imaging.  The element positioning in a sparse array is essential for the best possible image. Determining 
the optimal con iguration is an iterative process, requiring irst the de inition of a cost function to be min-
imized. An effective cost function is the highest level of imaging artifact at points not on the nominal torso 
contour, normalized to the lowest imaging response on that contour. The system Point Spread Function (PSF), 
de ined as combined (spatially multiplied) PSF for transmission and reception, computed at all points within 
the imaging region of interest, is used to quantify this cost function. 
For the next generation re lector system, the transmitters and receivers will be ixed on the primary focal arc. 
Although the antenna elements that illuminate the re lector have broad beamwidths and are physically small, 
there are physical limitations preventing arbitrarily close packing. To accommodate feed transmission lines, 
the closest separation between elements is 17 mm.  Further, since the receiver boards have been designed 
to mount four receivers, the transmit/receive array must be designed to it ixed subarrays of receivers, in-
terspersed with transmitters.  This is a considerably more challenging optimization problem from the one 
presented last year. The optimization process has been repeated based on the board physical constraints. 
One optimization result is presented in Figure 15. The irst plot shows the optimized position of the antennas 
on the AIT system. 

Figure 16 (on the next page) presents the image of a target (an ellipse to simulate the shape of torso) using 
the optimized positions and the image after applying Radon/Inverse Radon transform (developed and re-
ported by Project R3-A2 in the Year 1 Annual Report). With diffuse clutter with intensity about -8 dB and fair-
ly consistent coverage of the green target ellipse, the reconstruction is fairly accurate, and the RF hardware 
boards all it without overlapping.

Figure 15: Elliptical torus Blade Beam imaging of torso contour for a 36 receiver array consisting of non-uniformly 

spaced 4-element subarrays and 11 transmitters.
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D. Major Contributions 

A full analysis of the ideal multi-view, multistatic imaging architecture has been conducted.  It was deter-
mined that for a stationary AIT sensing system (no translation of a re lector or an array), even with intelligent 
sparse element array spacing, thousands of receiving elements are always necessary. Even if the cost of radar 
modules and A/D converters falls by an order of magnitude, the overall cost of a full 360 degree head-to-toe, 
non-moving scanner would be more than $1M. Measurement time is increased with sophisticated moving 
antenna arrays, but the hardware and computational costs are reduced considerably.
Our modeling capabilities have been substantially enhanced with the creation of the 2-1/2D QAFDFD meth-
od, which provides fast computation of full wave interaction with circularly-symmetric scatterers with arbi-
trary incidence.
We generated simulated data and applied experimentally measured data for our moving re lector-based AIT 

Figure 16: Optimal feed array confi guration with 11 transmitters and 36 receivers, in groups of four, each pointing to-

ward the refl ector a) original image, b) Radon smoothed image.
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imaging system. A more ef icient way to build the scattering matrix for the re lector antenna system based on 
Lorentz Reciprocity was conceived and implemented. The radar antenna element placement in the feed array 
for the new system has been optimized to reduce hardware using a simulated annealing algorithm.  

E. Milestones

The remaining major milestones that still need to be achieved before the project is complete are to: 
1. Apply and re-tune the inversion algorithms to real 3D measured data.
2. Test the 3D wideband image response of weak dielectric constant object af ixed to skin with numer-

ous cases and establish characterization statistics.
3. Develop a generalized algorithm for quantifying the thickness and dielectric constant of weak di-

electric skin coverings for focused continuous wave radar scanners (such as the Smiths eqo system).
4. Optimize fast contour/surface generation algorithm for rapid screening applications, such as on-

the-move AIT sensing, so that it can be implemented in real time.

F. Future Plans

1. Support Project R3-A.3 to establish a fully operational, vertically translating wide ield of view AIT 
imaging and surface reconstruction system, and continuing for as long as new AIT portal technology 
is being supported.

2. Incorporate dielectric material characterization into Smiths eqo platform as well as others—to be 
completed in Year 4.

3. Using the 2-1/2 D Axisymmetric FDFD model, analyze dielectric covered conductive surfaces (in 
particular, skin) in Year 4.

4. Implement and optimize multistatic FFT-based imaging algorithm for sparse arrays illuminating the 
toroidal re lector—dependent on establishing collaborative arrangements with the University of 
Vigo.

5. Extend ray-based reconstruction for 3D multistatic radar geometries—work is scheduled to begin in 
September 2016 and last 6 months.

III. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

A. Relevance of Research to the DHS Enterprise

1. Improved imaging with reduced dihedral artifacts will result from using multiple transmitters and 
receivers, with multistatic processing, as implemented in the research.

2. The toroidal re lector setup, as implemented in this research, reduces hardware complexity, relax-
es computational burden, improves resolution, reduces artifacts, increases gain, and reduces false 
alarms.

3. The fast antenna modeling, as demonstrated in this research, provides for ef icient sparse array po-
sition optimization and material characterization to reduce scanner radar hardware costs.

B. Potential for Transition

1. A DHS Task Order for developing the dielectric “material-on-skin” characterization algorithm in-
corporated into existing mm-wave portals (e.g. Smiths and L3 ProVision) has been awarded.  This 
concept, which was described in the 2014 R3-A.2 and the 2015 R3-A.3 project reports is being ex-
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tended for continuous wave radar systems. In particular, we have begun an effective collaboration 
with Smiths Detection, Inc. investigating the change in focusing associated with dielectric covered 
conductors (i.e. skin). There is less information available when using only a single frequency for 
sensing, but employing fast scanning spot focusing offers the potential for adequate characterization 
of the thickness and dielectric constant of the dielectric layer. 

2. Direct ray-based inversion provides instantaneous images of gross subject shape and orientation, 
and can be easily implemented on existing systems, including the wideband mm-wave L3 ProVision 
system. Using the already measured time of light (TOF) of wideband pulses from transmitter to 
scattering object point, and then back to collocated monostatic receiver, a circle of radius TOF/2c 
(with c being the speed of light), centered at the transceiver can be drawn.  With multiple monostatic 
transceivers, the circles associated with each transceiver at the specular points can be concatenated 
to reconstruct the object surface.  This is illustrated in Figure 17.  Given a 2D irregular but slow-
ly-varying contour shown in Figure 17a, along with a vertical array of transceivers, the objective is 
to reconstruct the contour given TOF from each transceiver.  The rays from the 28 uniformly-spaced 
transceivers that are each normal to the contour are shown in Figure 17b.  The length of each ray 
corresponds to the measured TOF.   
To reconstruct the contour, a circle is drawn for each element with its radius being the distance from 
the element to the corresponding specular point on the contour, and with its center being the ele-
ment position.  This is shown in Figure 17c.  Since the rays in Figure 17b are circle radii and are each 
normal to the contour, the circles are each tangent to the contour.  The contour is superimposed on 
the circles on the left side of Figure 17c to show the excellent agreement of the resulting reconstruc-
tion.  The right side of the igure indicates that there are no signi icant gaps in the reconstruction.  
It is interesting to note that even though the rays may be widely spaced (as in the convex regions of 
Figure 17b), the reconstruction is smooth and accurate.  Figure 17d shows a detail of adjacent circles 
and the smoothness of the reconstruction.
The reconstruction procedure will be extended to 3D using spheres in place of circles, with smooth 
surfaces joined from the closely positioned spheres. This algorithm is practically instantaneous, re-
quiring no additional memory.

Figure 17:  a) Object contour to be scanned and reconstructed by array; b) ray paths from each array element to the 

object contour, intersecting at specular points so that the refl ected rays return on the same path as the incident rays; c) 

circles for each element, drawn with radii equal to path lengths to the contour; and d) detail of contour reconstructed 

from closely sampled circles.
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3. A surface pro ile algorithm improves depth identi ication processing to supplement projection 
views with color-coding. Transitioning this graphical paradigm to advanced AIT systems enhances 
visualization (see Fig. 18).

C. Transition Pathway 

The dielectric “material-on-skin” characterization algorithm incorporated into existing mm-wave portals 
made by  Smiths Detection, Inc., will provide greater characterization of concealed threats, thereby reducing 
the probability of false alarms. The science and implementation of the algorithm will be transferred to Smiths 
Detection and other commercialization partners, as a part of implementing the Task Order.
Direct ray-based inversion provides instantaneous images of gross subject shape and orientation, and can be 
easily implemented on existing systems, including the wideband mm-wave L-3 Communications ProVision 
system. This fast inversion algorithm is easily transferable to L-3 Communications and other commercializa-
tion partners, as a part of implementing the Task Order.
A John Adams Innovation Institute award to Rapiscan, Inc. established an ongoing relationship between the 
R3-A.2 research group and Rapiscan, Inc. 

D. Customer Connections

• Kris Rowe, Claudius Volz: Smiths Detection, Inc., Edgewood, MD, USA; and Wiesbaden, Germany.
• Simon Pongratz: L-3 Communications, Inc., Woburn, MA.
• Daniel Strellis, Jay Patel: Rapiscan, Sunnyvale, CA.

IV. PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION 

A. Education and Workforce Development Activities

1. Student Internship, Job, and/or Research Opportunities
 Undergraduate students currently participating in this project: Jenna Czech, Bruno Costa and 

Figure 18: Reconstructed cloth-covered torso surrogate with affi  xed metal and explosive simulant objects (left), and 

photograph of true test objects (right).
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Alastair Abrahan.

2. Interactions and Outreach to K-12, Community College, and/or Minority Serving Institution Stu-
dents or Faculty
 NSF Young Scholars Program (YSP): Shiva Nathan and Lingrui Zhong (2015); and Michelle Lim 

and Alex Teodorescu (2016).  

B. Peer Reviewed Journal Articles 

1. Ghazi, G., Rappaport, C., and Martinez-Lorenzo, J. A. “Improved SAR imaging contour extraction using 
smooth sparsity-driven regularization.” IEEE Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters, vol. 15, no. 
2, February 2016, pp. 266 - 269.

2. Gonzalez-Valdes, B., Álvarez, Y., Rodriguez-Vaqueiro, Y., Arboleya-Arboleya, A. García-Pino, A., Rap-
paport, C., Las-Heras, F., Martinez-Lorenzo, JA. “Millimeter Wave Imaging Architecture for On-The-
Move Whole Body Imaging.” IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, vol. 64, no. 6, May 
2016, pp. 2328 - 2338.

C. Peer Reviewed Conference Proceedings

1. Brevett, T., Gonzalez-Valdes, B., and Rappaport, C.,” Identifying weak dielectric objects on conductive 
surfaces in millimeter-wave imaging,” 2015 IEEE International Symposium on Antennas and Propa-
gation, Vancouver, Canada, July 2015, pp. 683 – 684.

D. Other Presentations 

1. Seminars
a. Carey Rappaport, “Radar Airport Passenger Security Scanners, Radar Tunnel Detection, Radar 

Breast Cancer Detection,” 9/15/15, ALERT Scholars Talk, Presenter.
b. Carey Rappaport, “Advanced Airport Security Scanners: How They Work, But Why Superman 

Wouldn’t Be Satis ied with What They Reveal”, March 24, 2016, Northeastern University Schol-
ars Program, Master Class. 

2. Other
a. Carey Rappaport, “Multistatic Array Near ield Radar Imaging,” Int’l Radar Symp. India Plenary 

Address, December 17, 2015.

E. Technology Transfer/Patents

1. Inventions Disclosed
a. Rappaport C., Martinez-Lorenzo, J. A., Morgenthaler, A., “Characterization of dielectric slabs at-

tached to the body using focused millimeter waves,” October 1, 2015.

2. Patent Applications Filed (Including Provisional Patents)   
a. “Modular Superheterodyne Stepped Frequency Radar System for Imaging,” Carey Rappaport, 

Spiros Mantzavinos, Borja Gonzales Valdes, Jose Angel Martinez-Lorenzo, Dan Busuioc, Patent 
Pending, U.S. Application 61/846,215.

b. “Signal Processing Algorithm for Explosive Detection and Identi ication using Electromagnetic 
Radiation,” Jose Angel Martinez-Lorenzo, Carey M. Rappaport INV-13002: Patent Pending, U.S. 
Application 61/684,287.
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F. Software Developed

1. Models
a. 2-1/2 D Axi-Symmetric FDFD
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